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Jade Island May 16 2021 Wild and restless, Kyle Donovan has freed himself from the constraints of his family's high-powered gem-trading
empire to rove the world as a treasure hunter. Now the president of Donovan International has given Kyle an assignment with explosive
ramifications. A casehe must take. When one of China's legendary cultural treasures isstolen, Lianne Blakely, a mysterious and beautiful jade
expert, is accused of the theft. Its Kyle's job to get to the bottom of what could be a potential disaster for the Donovans as well as Lianne. But
Kyle finds himself irresistibly drawn to the exotic beauty and captivated by her fierce claim of innocence. Soon they are in dangerous pursuit
of the real thief, drawn deeper into the perils of spiraling power plays, and linked by a passion as powerful as the lore of the ancient culture
and as enduring as the splendor of the treasured jade.
Only Love Feb 22 2022 Cast adrift during the War Between the States, Shannon Conner grew to womanhood in a lonely cabin high in the
Colorado Rockies. Though stubborn and courageous, Shannon is ill-prepared to deal with the predatory Culpepper brothers—and the
intoxicating ardour of the man who defends her honour, Rafael 'Whip' Moran. A loner and a wanderer, a man tied to no place or promise,
Whip aids the wary young 'widow' who has a walk like honey and a determined grip on her shotgun. But neither the Culpeppers nor grizzlies
are as dangerous to Whip as the passion Shannon offers him—a passion that could cost Whip the freedom that is as much a part of him as his
soul.
At the Mountains of Madness Apr 14 2021 At the Mountains of Madness, Lovecraft's incontrovertible masterpiece, written in February-March
1931, is a story details the events of a disastrous expedition to the barren, windswept Antarctic continent, where the secret history of our planet
is preserved, amidst the ruins of its first civilization, in September 1930, and what was found there by a group of explorers led by the narrator,
Dr. William Dyer of Miskatonic University. Throughout the story, Dyer details a series of previously untold events in the hope of deterring
another group of explorers who wish to return to the continent. It uncovers strange fossils and mind-blasting terror. Since it was originally

serialized in the February, March, and April 1936 issues of Astounding Stories during the classic pulp era, ‘At the Mountains of Madness’ has
influenced both horror and science fiction worldwide. Lovecraft scholar S.T. Joshi describes the novella as representing the decisive
"demythology" of the Cthulhu Mythos by reinterpreting Lovecraft's earlier supernatural stories in a science fiction paradigm.
This Time Love Aug 26 2019 Joy Anderson was young and trusting when she served as a guide for aspiring journalist Gabe Venture.
Surrounded by the staggering natural beauty of New Mexico's Lost River Cave, Joy gave herself freely to the most extraordinary man she had
ever known. But even the passion they shared could not hold him—and Gabe left Joy with a broken heart . . . and, nine months later, with a
cherished, if painful, reminder of their lost love. Now Joy is a respected doctor with no room in her life for shattered dreams. And Gabe has
returned at the pinnacle of his profession, longing to fill the inner emptiness that has rendered his achievements bittersweet. Joy, however, has
nursed her wounds and moved on; he has arrived far too late to be welcomed back into her heart. But while there is still magic beneath the
rolling New Mexican desert—in the breathtaking world of mystery and wonder where the miracle was born—can it ever be too late for love?
Eden Burning Jun 24 2019 Paradise calls to Chase Wilcox. A man of science, escaping the destruction of his own personal world, he is drawn
to the lush beauty of the island of Hawaii and the secrets it holds. Here he intends to immerse himself in his work . . . and somehow heal and
forget. A research assistant, an artist, and a dancer, Nicole Ballard also hides a secret pain. Together on an important scientific project in the
moist, verdant heart of a tropical wonderland, both she and Chase will be forced to confront their own lingering inner darkness. But in the
shadows of Mount Kilauea, a passion that burns like fire will erupt, as unpredictable and dangerous as the living volcano, transforming the
very landscape of their lives. A classic story of desire, hope, and dangerous destiny from the incomparable New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Elizabeth Lowell
Reproductive Health, Reproductive Rights Oct 09 2020 "The study of these reformers offers a new perspective on more recognized leaders
in the arena of reproductive health and rights, especially the U.S. Children's Bureau and Margaret Sanger. Putnam's elitism contextualizes the
class politics of the Bureau, underscoring its sensitivity to the vulnerable and its innovative approach to public health. Dummer reminds us of
roads not taken by policy makers in the Bureau, accentuating the differences between a child-centered and a woman-centered agenda. Dennett
highlights the obstacles to women reformers in the formal political sphere, while Ames's penchant toward maternalism and compromise also
led to difficulties.
Night Diver May 28 2022 New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Lowell plunges into the adventurous and deadly world of underwater
treasure hunters in a heart-stopping tale that superbly combines atmosphere, action, romance, and suspense. After a family tragedy, Kate
Donnelly left the Caribbean behind forever. But a series of bad management decisions has left her family's diving and marine recovery
business drowning in red ink. Now her brother pleads with her to come back to the island nation of St Vincent. Without Kate's financial
expertise, the iconic treasure-hunting enterprise started by her grandfather will go under. Unable to say no to the little family she has left, Kate
heads back to the beautiful and terrifying ocean that still haunts her nightmares. Holden Cameron was addicted to the adrenaline rush of active
duty—including narrowly surviving an underwater explosives accident. The last thing the former British military diver wants is to babysit a
family of thieves on a tropical island—even if they are the world-famous Diving Donnellys. But in his new civilian job, Holden must
investigate the suspicious activity surrounding a Donnelly dive to recover treasure from the ancient wreck of a pirate ship. When equipment,

treasure, and even divers begin to disappear, Kate and Holden form an uneasy alliance to uncover the truth. But the deeper they plummet into
the mystery, the closer they come to each other. Soon they are sharing their deepest fears and darkest secrets—and a combustible chemistry
too hot to ignore.
Why Not Say What Happened? Aug 07 2020 Beautiful, intelligent and wealthy, Ivana Lowell seemed to have it all. Part of the Guinness
dynasty, her family were glamorous and well-connected. Her charismatic but spoilt grandmother Maureen had made an excellent marriage
with the Lord of Dufferin and Avon and was a leader of the fashionable set in her youth. Her mother, the writer Caroline Blackwood,
socialised with the most glitteringly bohemian and high-profile figures of New York and London. Caroline had intense love affairs and was
married to the painter Lucian Freud and the talented composer Israel Citkowitz before finally settling down with the poet Robert
Lowell.However, being born into the Guinness inheritance was not the blessing that it appeared to be. Ivana's life of glamour and high-living
has been marked by tragedy and loss. Like her brilliant but troubled mother, she has been plagued by an addiction to alcohol which took root
when she was still a self-conscious schoolgirl. Having survived a childhood accident which left her physically scarred and the instability of a
frenetic home life, she is also faced with the discovery of a secret which threatens to undermine her entire past.This frank and witty memoir is
both vibrant and sad. It is laced with anecdotes and familiar names from the 1940s to the present, but it is ultimately an account of the
relationship between mother and daughter, the story of two women whose deep affection for each other withstands everything that life has to
throw at them.
The Dolphin Letters, 1970–1979 Jan 24 2022 The Dolphin Letters offers an unprecedented portrait of Robert Lowell and Elizabeth Hardwick
during the last seven years of Lowell's life (1970 to 1977), a time of personal crisis and creative innovation for both writers. Centred on the
letters they exchanged with each other and with other members of their circle - writers, intellectuals, friends, and publishers, including
Elizabeth Bishop, Caroline Blackwood, Mary McCarthy, and Adrienne Rich - the book has the narrative sweep of a novel, telling the story of
the dramatic breakup of their twenty-one-year marriage and their extraordinary, but late, reconciliation. Lowell's controversial sonnetsequence The Dolphin (for which he used Hardwick's letters as a source) and his last book, Day by Day, were written during this period, as
were Hardwick's influential books Seduction and Betrayal: Essays on Women in Literature and Sleepless Nights: A Novel. Lowell and
Hardwick are acutely intelligent observers of marriages, children, and friends, and of the feelings that their personal crises gave rise to. The
Dolphin Letters, masterfully edited by Saskia Hamilton, is a debate about the limits of art - what occasions a work of art, what moral and
artistic license artists have to make use of their lives as material, what formal innovations such debates give rise to. The crisis of Lowell's The
Dolphin was profoundly affecting to everyone surrounding him, and Bishop's warning to Lowell - 'art just isn't worth that much' - haunts.
Chain Lightning Jan 12 2021 Stranded on an island in Australia's Great Barrier Reef, Damon Sutter and Mandy Blythe find themselves both
infuriated by, and drawn to, each other.
Beautiful Dreamer Mar 26 2022 Whether she's creating intense passion or gripping suspense, New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth
Lowell knows how to enthrall readers as few others do. Now she writes a classic American love story of heartless nature and proving once
more why the name Elizabeth Lowell is synonymous with masterful storytelling. Nevada is home to Hope Gardener, it's rugged majestic
beauty a balm for the aches of her heart and spirit. But the cattle ranch she owns and loves us dying, thanks to the worst draught the area has

ever seen. hope needs a miracle or she will loose the land that has been in her family for generations. And then, one day, the miracle appears
on horseback. Rio is the stranger who rides into a Valley of the Sun. A loner, a gentler of horses, a cowboy out of time, an anachronism in the
modern-day West, he brings with him a tantalizing promise of salvation: a reputation for finding water in any desert. As a women alone in a
harsh and unforgiving place, Hope knows the dangers of trusting such a free spirit. But now she has no choice. A man who makes dreams real,
who is as wild and unpredictable as the wind that propels him across the vast and open western landscapes, Rio has never had a dream of his
own to follow. Yet he finds something in this extraordinary lady whose passion tempts him to defy his own rules and stay. Suddenly two
independent souls must confront the perils and the truths that reside in the deepest, most closely guarded corners of their hearts... as in the
midst of adversity they search for a beautiful dream big enough to hold them both.
Bride Dec 31 2019 Lady Justine Girvin, the Duke of Franchot's elegant spinster sister, decided to grab one last chance for happiness--by doing
something incredibly scandalous. Defying convention, she traveled alone to a Scottish castle to find the mysterious Straun, her brother's friend,
and to ask him to teach her all about love.
Beautiful Sacrifice Dec 23 2021 “This author delivers pure, undiluted excitement." —Jayne Ann Krentz “Romantic suspense is her true
forte.” —Minneapolis Star-Tribune “Elizabeth Lowell’s keen ear for dialogue and intuitive characterizations consistently place her a cut above
most writers in this genre.” —Charlotte News & Observer Perennial New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Lowell boldly puts the
romance back into romantic suspense with Beautiful Sacrifice—a story of passion and intrigue centered around the ancient Mayan prediction
of the apocalyptic end of everything. Lowell’s thrillingly imaginative tale unites a dedicated female archaeologist with a former Immigration
and Customs Enforcement Officer on a mission to recover priceless South American artifacts that could bring deadly chaos into our world.
Beautiful Sacrifice is action, suspense, and love on a bestselling par with Lisa Gardner, Linda Howard, Jayne Ann Krentz, and Nora
Roberts…and exactly the sort of romantic adventure that inspired Johanna Lindsey to declare, “Lowell is great!”
Tempestuous Jun 04 2020 "When Christian Atherton found himself thrown to the ground by Alexandra Gianni, the aristocratic charmer was
intrigued. Women were supposed to fall at his feet, not the other way around."--Back cover.
Death Is Forever Oct 21 2021 Somewhere in the Australian outback, on land left to her by a late relative she never met, American
photographer Erin Windsor believes a diamond mine might be waiting with the promised yield of millions of dollars in raw gems. But the old
man took its location with him to the grave. Erin's not the only one in the hunt, though she's easily the least ruthless…and most vulnerable.
Blood will stain the trail to a precious, well-hidden secret, and she must turn to Cole Blackburn for help or face the killing night alone. A
geologist and a walking mystery with ties to powerful forces that are now Erin's enemies, Cole is a dangerous man to trust, but she has no
choice. Because life is too short to throw away your dreams, no matter how treacherous the pursuit of them might be. And death is forever.
Running Scared Nov 29 2019 The sensational New York Times bestselling author of Moving Target and Eden Burning returns with another
breathtaking novel of romantic suspense Elizabeth Lowell won the hearts of fans worldwide with her wonderful bestselling novels, including
her wildly popular Donavan series. Now she brings us a brand new novel of romantic suspense, the second in her Rarities series following
Moving Target. Set amid the shimmering neon and wild desert beauty of Las Vegas, Running Scared is a spellbinding tale of intrigue, passion,
and danger centered around Rarities Unlimited, an exclusive appraisal house. Filled with the wonderful elements that are her hallmark—true-

to-life characters, tingling suspense, and thrilling sensuality—this latest bestseller is Elizabeth Lowell at her stunning best.
The Hunchback of Notre Dame Sep 27 2019 The Hunchback of Notre Dame By Victor Hugo, Isabel Florence Hapgood (Translated by)
Desert Rain Sep 07 2020 She is a contradiction, one woman with two lives. She is Shannon, one of the world’s great beauties, her face and
figure gracing the fashion pages of the world’s most elegant magazines. She is also Holly, a fragile innocent, haunted by painful memories of
her past—and by dreams of the man who once shared her secrets. She is assured yet vulnerable, irresistible yet untouched. Destiny has brought
Holly Shannon North back to Hidden Springs, where she can be one person, where romance once touched her tender young heart. Here
Lincoln McKenzie waits—the proud California rancher, long since hardened by his life’s tragedies. Now, in the icy chill of a desert storm,
together they must somehow find the way back to love . . . and rekindle a fire whose healing warmth will truly draw them home. A classic
story of love and redemption from the incomparable New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Elizabeth Lowell
Annie's Song Jul 26 2019 The Gift Annie Trimble lives in a solitary world that no one enters or understands. As delicate and beautiful as the
tender blossoms of the Oregon spring, she is shunned by a town that misinterprets her affliction. But cruelty cannot destroy the love Annie
holds in her heart. Alex Montgomery is horrified to learn his wild younger brother forced himself on a helpless "idiot girl." Tormented by
guilt, Alex agrees to marry her and raise the babe she carries as his own. But he never dreams he will grow to cherish his lovely, mute,
misjudged Annie--her childlike innocence, her womanly charms and the wondrous way she views her world. And he becomes determined to
break through the wall of silence surrounding her--to heal...and to healed by Annie's sweet song of love.
A Splendid Intelligence: The Life of Elizabeth Hardwick Jul 06 2020 The first biography of the extraordinary essayist, critic, and short story
writer Elizabeth Hardwick, author of the semiautobiographical novel Sleepless Nights. Born in Kentucky, Elizabeth Hardwick left for New
York City on a Greyhound bus in 1939 and quickly made a name for herself as a formidable member of the intellectual elite. Her eventful life
included stretches of dire poverty, romantic escapades, and dustups with authors she eviscerated in The New York Review of Books, of which
she was a cofounder. She formed lasting friendships with literary notables—including Mary McCarthy, Adrienne Rich, and Susan
Sontag—who appreciated her sharp wit and relish for gossip, progressive politics, and great literature. Hardwick’s life and writing were
shaped by a turbulent marriage to the poet Robert Lowell, whom she adored, standing by faithfully through his episodes of bipolar illness.
Lowell’s decision to publish excerpts from her private letters in The Dolphin greatly distressed Hardwick and ignited a major literary
controversy. Hardwick emerged from the scandal with the clarity and wisdom that illuminate her brilliant work—most notably Sleepless
Nights, a daring, lyrical, and keenly perceptive collage of reflections and glimpses of people encountered as they stumble through lives of
deprivation or privilege. A Splendid Intelligence finally gives Hardwick her due as one of the great postwar cultural critics. Ranging over a
broad territory—from the depiction of women in classic novels to the civil rights movement, from theater in New York to life in Brazil,
Kentucky, and Maine—Hardwick’s essays remain strikingly original, fiercely opinionated, and exquisitely wrought. In this lively and
illuminating biography, Cathy Curtis offers an intimate portrait of an exceptional woman who vigorously forged her own identity on and off
the page.
Words in Air Jun 16 2021 Robert Lowell once remarked in a letter to Elizabeth Bishop that "you ha[ve] always been my favorite poet and
favorite friend." The feeling was mutual. Bishop said that conversation with Lowell left her feeling "picked up again to the proper table-land of

poetry," and she once begged him, "Please never stop writing me letters—they always manage to make me feel like my higher self (I've been
re-reading Emerson) for several days." Neither ever stopped writing letters, from their first meeting in 1947 when both were young, newly
launched poets until Lowell's death in 1977. The substantial, revealing—and often very funny—interchange that they produced stands as a
remarkable collective achievement, notable for its sustained conversational brilliance of style, its wealth of literary history, its incisive
snapshots and portraits of people and places, and its delicious literary gossip, as well as for the window it opens into the unfolding human and
artistic drama of two of America's most beloved and influential poets.
Fever Sep 19 2021 When traveler Lisa Johansen falls for a wealthy rancher who ignites her passions more than all of the exotic experiences of
the world, the romance is threatened by the man's resolve to avoid the hurt and mistakes of his past. By the author of Chain Lightning.
The Color of Death Nov 09 2020 The name Elizabeth Lowell has become synonymous with electrifying fiction that seamlessly combines
suspense, intrigue, and passion. And now the phenomenal New York Times bestselling author brilliantly displays her incomparable talents in a
story of treachery, greed, conspiracy, and murder that will hold the reader spellbound until the final word. It is the opportunity of a lifetime for
Kate Chandler, the chance to cut seven rare, priceless sapphires and solidify her reputation as a world-class jewel cutter. But something goes
horribly, tragically wrong during what should have been a simple transfer of goods. The sapphires vanish without a trace. Missing also is the
man Kate trusted to transport the gems: her half brother, Lee, who now, quite possibly, is dead. And suddenly she is on the run, pursued by
federal agents who suspect her of being the criminal mastermind of a cunning bait-and-switch scheme. Special agent Sam Groves is one of the
best of the best, an essential member of the FBI's elite crime strike force and the perfect man to lead the hunt, since he could never be
scammed by a beautiful confidence woman. But something is troubling about this assignment, because someone else is chasing Kate Chandler
as well. Only Kate suspects the awful truth: She's unwittingly stumbled into a conspiracy of deceit, betrayal, and cold-blooded murder that
goes far beyond a simple jewel heist. And a chilling, threatening voice on the telephone only confirms her worst suspicions. Getting Sam
Groves, the FBI agent who's her constant shadow, to believe her is a step in the right direction -- but it may be one that's too little too late in a
bloody game where terror dictates her every move and the rules are constantly changing. Because the order has already been passed down to a
ruthlessly efficient assassin: Kate Chandler must not be allowed to live ...
Fire and Rain May 04 2020
Forbidden Nov 21 2021 They call her "Amber the Untouched" throughout the Disputed Lands -- a chaste, golden-haired beauty who fears the
remarkable love that was prophesied at her birth . . . and the death that must inevitably follow. Now Duncan has come to her in darkness, as
was foretold -- a wounded warrior with no memory, seared by passion's fire and irresistibly drawn to the innocent enchantress who divines
truth with a touch. Their romance is legend in a time of war. But when Duncan's memory returns, he sees Amber as his enemy. Still, he cannot
forsake the lover who healed his body and heart. And he will defy to the death the dread forces that have proclaimed their love . . .
Untamed Jul 30 2022 Returning home triumphant from the Crusades, Dominic le Sabre is determined to claim the bride promised to him by
the king, but the high-born Celtic beauty is equally determined to resist him.
Whirlpool Apr 26 2022 When an exquisitely crafted, authentic imperial Faberge egg mysteriously shows up at Laurel Swann's home studio,
she knows it can only be from one person—her father, who has drifted in and out of her life for as long as she can remember. But this time

Jamie Swann leaves her something too many people will kill for. Out of her league and desperate, Laurel is forced to accept help from the very
man who is trying to ensnare her father in his own web of double crosses. Cruz Rowan can help her stay alive, but will he do the same for her
father? Elizabeth Lowell, writing as Ann Maxwell, deftly combines the nonstop action of a spy thriller with the heart-pounding excitement of
true love and adventure.
Dancer's Illusion Aug 19 2021 Rheba survived the inferno that consumed her planet. Kirtn is the warrior sworn to protect her. Now, they
must fulfill their mission to return liberated slaves to their home on the distant planet of Yhelle. But beneath Yhelle's civilized surface is a dark
secret.
Enchanted Nov 02 2022 Simon the loyal has vowed never to love, for love makes a warrior weak. His arranged marriage to a beautiful
Norman heiress would be duty and no more. But more than duty stirs his blood when he first sees Ariane. She has known only coldness from
men and a betrayal so deep it all but killed her soul. Wanting no man, trusting no man, speaking only through the sad songs she draws from
her harp, Ariane comes to Simon an unwilling bride. They wed to bring peace to the disputed lands, but marriage alone is not enough. Simon
must teach Ariane passion, she must teach him trust. And both must surrender to the sweet violence of love?s enchantment. . .or die.
Heartbreaker Oct 28 2019 Available digitally for the first time ever, Heartbreaker is a classic novel of romantic suspense from New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Linda Howard Michelle Cabot reluctantly returns home to central Florida, having inherited her
father's cattle ranch—and the mountain of bills that go with it. But Michelle's determined to turn things around, even as she discovers she's
heavily indebted to neighboring rancher John Rafferty, a man she's spent ten years trying to forget. John has his own ideas for how the spoiled
princess he remembers might pay him back—but when Michelle's secrets come to light, he'll do anything to protect her…including letting go
of the past once and for all. Featuring an excerpt from THE WOMAN LEFT BEHIND, Linda Howard’s new hardcover novel!
Sweet Wind, Wild Wind Jul 18 2021 Lara Chandler returns home to the Rocking B Ranch after a four-year absence and encounters her
former lover Carson Blackridge, a seductive man who had once used her love to hurt her and who now wants her to become a part of his
future.
The Danvers Touch Mar 14 2021
Tell Me No Lies Feb 10 2021 Some of the world's most priceless artifacts are being smuggled into the U.S. An international crisis is about to
explode unless a desperate trap to catch a thief succeeds. One woman is the key.
Forget Me Not Jun 28 2022 The terrible tragedy Alana Reeves suffered on Wyoming's Broken Mountain has vanished from her memory.
Now nothing remains of those six lost days that cost her everything she held dear. But a man has appeared from the shadows of Alana's past -a rugged outdoorsman who once dwelt in a wounded heart he is now sworn to heal. Like an answered prayer, Rate Winter has come to lead
Alana out of the darkness -- and back to the scene of the nightmare she has erased from her mind. Alana must follow him -- for in Rate's
powerful arms her fears can be conquered, and through his love hers can be reborn.
Outlaw Oct 01 2022 An anthropologist and loner reluctantly accepts the presence of a rancher who has guaranteed her safetly.
Robert Lowell in Love Jan 30 2020 Cover -- Title Page -- Copyright -- Contents -- Illustrations -- Acknowledgments -- Dedication -Introduction -- 1. Charlotte's Web, 1917-1954 -- 2. Southern Comfort, 1930-1941 -- 3. Jean Stafford, 1937-1948 -- 4. Mania, 1949-1976 -- 5.

Elizabeth Hardwick, 1949-1970 -- 6. The Heedless Heart, 1954-1970 -- 7. Women Friends, 1947-1970 -- 8. Caroline Blackwood, 1970-1977 -Appendix One. The Search for Lowell's Lovers -- Appendix Two. Annotations to Lowell's Poems -- Appendix Three. Robert Lowell vs.
Lyndon Johnson -- Notes -- Bibliography -- Index -- Photographs -- About the Author
Golden Lies Mar 02 2020 Three strangers must unite to find a priceless artifact that holds the key to all of their futures--a dangerous quest that
forces them to choose between romantic love and family loyalty.
Warrior Dec 11 2020 When ex-CIA agent Nevada Blackthorn, haunted by his painful past, is rescued by gorgeous wildlife biologist Eden
Summers, he finds his life forever changed by this spirited woman who helps him open his heart to the possibilities of love. Reissue.
Moving Target Apr 02 2020 The troubling message from Serena Charters's late grandmother appears in a package containing four pages of a
centuries-old illuminated manuscript -- a strange inheritance that hides many secrets...and has already cost many lives. Seeking answers,
Serena turns to Erik North of Rarities Unlimited, a reclusive manuscript appraiser with a passion for the past. Without warning, they are thrust
together into the center of a lethal firestorm that rages between two worlds -- one long dead, yet living on in an ancient text, the other
chillingly alive and fraught with peril. In the blink of an eye, Serena and Erik have become targets of an unseen and determined stalker as they
get closer to shocking revelations about Serena's legacy, the cold murder of an eccentric old woman in the heat of the Mojave Desert...and just
how far a remorseless killer is willing to go. And now their only slim hope of survival is to keep moving.
Dangerous Refuge Aug 31 2022 Murder and mystery spark unexpected romance in this captivating new tale from the beloved New York
Times bestselling author Elizabeth Lowell. On the surface Shaye Townsend has little in common with Tanner. He's a hard-edged big city cop
come home to the historic Davis family ranch to settle his uncle's estate. She's working for an environmental conservancy that acquires and
protects old ranches—and she wants to preserve the Davis homestead. When the suspicious death of Tanner's uncle at his ranch throws the two
opposites together, tempers flare and sparks fly. While they have trouble seeing eye to eye, Shaye and Tanner agree on one thing: They need to
uncover the truth. Combining their unique skills—Shaye's low-key approach and local connections and Tanner's experience as a homicide
detective—the unlikely pair share long nights in the pursuit of justice. Before they know it, the friction they generate turns to heat, igniting a
love neither ever expected to find. They believe passion this intense cannot last. But when Shaye becomes a killer's target, Tanner realizes he'd
give up anything to protect her—including his life.
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